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The comparison in this trial was done against the

This trials are defined to check the different installations

The device for continuous sampling of PCDD/PCDF

EN1948-1:1996 (filter-cooler method) in a hazardous waste

for possible influence of the static sampling point locations

emissions and other POPs, known as the

incineration plant. The trial included both, the long term

against the larger number of sampling points of the EN 1948-

DioxinMonitoringSystem®, is in operation now for more

application and the short term application. The results

1. This comparison was done in 8 incineration lines and

than 13 years and at about 60 installations. Since the first

showed good conformity of changes and allowed to optimize

resulted in good correlation, independent from the stack size

installation, several different organizations, including the

the plant emissions.

and plant type.

institutes decided to compare the results obtained using this

UK (MCERT)

US (ETV)

sampler to other sampling methods. This presentation

The comparison in this trial was done against the EN1948-

This trial compared the device against the US EPA Method 23

summarizes the collected data to enable an overview about

1:2005 (filter-cooler method) in two different plant types, a

/ 23A. The experience of former trials, especially of the need

the different trials.

municipal waste incinerator and a cement kiln. The trial

of exact correlation in the sampling windows, was helpful in

included both, the long term application and the short

this trial and lead to good

term application. The results showed good

correlation results. The need

conformity of changes, but also, that

of a statistical review to

the requirements of the standard

match the detection

have to be followed strictly

limits of both methods
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Results and Discussion

possible applications and sampling gas conditions.
KOREA
AUSTRIA (A)

The comparison in this trial was done against the Korean

The trial was done in a hazardous waste incineration plant

method in a municipal waste incineration plant and resulted

against the EN1948-1:1996 (dilution method). The result was

in good correlation as well as in a successful type approval

a good correlation, however, the manual sampling material

certificate.

The various comparison trials of the automatic continuous
sampling device DioxinMonitoringSystem resulted in
general in a good correlation, independent from the
reference method, from the plant type and the location.
However, a detailed prepared and strictly organized sampling

did not allow to have long term measurements and the

schedule, a balanced use of statistical methods and

continuous sampling device (Versions G.16/1993 and

detailed analysis of the data are needed to obtain the results

G.17/1995) have not been optimized to do also short time

of expected quality.

samplings, so the processing had to be done by
extrapolations.

The results of the most detailed test, the ETV of US EPA, are
a relative accuracy of 17.5 %

GERMANY

a relative standard deviation of 10.4 %

The comparison in this trial was done against the EN1948-

(DioxinMonitoringSystemversus US EPA method)

1:1996 (filter-cooler method) in a municipal waste
incinerator plant. The obtained data set includes good
correlation within the used methods as well as within
different sampling devices of the same construction.
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Device installation overview

Contacts
by fuel type
at municipal waste incinerators
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at wooden material incinerators
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at hazardous waste incinerators
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at cement/brick kilns
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at others
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by oven type
at rotary kilns

5

Please visit our exhibition booth for further
information.
FRANCE (A)
The comparison in this trial was done against the EN1948-1:2005 (cooled
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probe method) in two plants of the same type in two different regions. In
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at fluidised bed kilns
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both cases, the plant was a chemical waste

Schloss 2

at grate kilns
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at static kilns
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incinerator using a rotary kiln and a basic flue gas cleaning system. In the

at cement/brick kilns
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first trial, the results have been influenced by an instable process together

at others
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with non-conforming sampling time windows. Analyzing the results of
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this trial, the second trial was organized more strictly resulting in good
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correlating results of both methods.
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by location
in Austria
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in France
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in Germany
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AUSTRIA (B)

in Italy
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The trial was done in a municipal waste incineration plant against the

in others
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EN1948-1:2005 (dilution method). The result was a good correlation,
however, the statistical sample does not allow detailed data processing.
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